Abstract -Objective: To analyze the spontaneous recovery of the verbal language on patients who have had an ischemic stroke. Method: Retrospective analysis of 513 medical records. We characterize referring aspects for data identification, language deficit, spontaneous recovery and speech therapy. Results: The average age was 62.2 years old (SD= ±12.3), the average time of academic experience was 4.5 years (SD=±3.9), 245 (47.7%) patients presented language disturbance, 166 (54.0%) presented spontaneous recovery, from which 145 (47.2%) had expression deficit (p=0.001); 12 (3.9%) had comprehension deficit and 9 (2.9%) had both expression and comprehension deficit. Speech therapy was carried with 15 patients (4.8%) (p=0.001). Conclusion: The verbal language spontaneous recovery occurred in most of the patients being taken care of at the stroke out clinic, and expression disturbance was the most identified alteration. As expected, the left hemisphere was associated with the deficit and smoking and pregressive stroke were the language alteration primary associated factors.
MD, Research Consultant for SPS Consulting; 3 Cerebrovascular disease is responsible for one third of adult's deaths in Brazil, about 125,000 Brazilians suffer a new stroke or present a new recurrent condition every year. It occurs more frequently on individuals above 85 years of age and the occurrence on people below 45 years of age comprises around 10% to 20% of the cases [1] [2] [3] [4] . Among the most frequent stroke aftermath, there is the aphasia, characterized by language disturbance that causes a loss of expression and/or oral and written comprehension, varying from type, level and lesion extension. It occurs in 20% to 30% of the stroke cases and it brings the patient and his caregiver great suffering, resulting from the alterations that affect the communication and life style 5, 6 . The aphasias are sorted in expressive, with lesion on the cortical and / or subcortical frontal region and emission deficit higher than comprehension (Broca, conduction and transcortical motor); receptive, with lesion on the cortical and / or subcortical temporoparietal region and the comprehension deficit is higher than the emission (Wernicke, transcortical sensorial and anomic); and a mix between expression and comprehension being compromised (mixed transcortical, and global) 7, 8 . A re-search showed that the Broca aphasia recovery involves the reorganization between the superior temporal gyrus, putamen and lower inferior temporal gyrus, while Wernicke aphasia involves the reorganization of temporal gyrus, supramarginal gyrus and lower parietal lobe 9 . Aphasic patients who suffered lesion in the brain' s language zones present a certain level of spontaneous recovery in almost all cases, due to neuronal plasticity, defined as any changes on cortical regions such as a the functional or morphological answer to environmental alterations or lesions' 10, 11 . Studies have shown that the linguistic capacities recovery occurs faster on the early months after the stroke due to neuronal plasticity and also because few improvements are obtained after one year post stroke 12, 13 . However, it is not established the time for verbal language spontaneous recovery after the stroke.
The objective of this study was to analyze the verbal language spontaneous recovery on patients who have had stroke and compare them with the ones who received speech treatment.
METHOD
A retrospective analysis of 513 medical records of adult patients with stroke diagnosis was done between the period of November, 1998 and December, 2004. There were 258 men (50.3%) and 255 women (49.7%), taken care as outpatient, and they were part of a clinical trial (TEEAS -transoesophageal echocardiography and aspirin doses for stroke) approved by the Unifesp Ethical and Research Committee, and informed consent was obtained. The data analyses were based on a retrospective coorte model which endpoint was loss of language.
The study consisted in collecting demographic and clinical data relating to identity (gender, age and education), risk factors (smoking, alcoholism, previous stroke, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, coronary artery disease and body mass index), followup time at the clinic, language deficit (understanding, expression or mixed), language deficit intensity (mild or severe), presence of spontaneous recovery and its timing, implementation of speech treatment and time of recovery with therapy. It was also examined the presence of recurrence of stroke with impairment of language and death. The injury topography diagnosed with neuropsychological examination, by computerized tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was classified as in the right hemisphere, left hemisphere, brainstem and multiple.
The language was considered normal if there were fluent speech, expression and understanding without amendments. The loss of language was ranked intense when fluent talk did not occur, oral expression and speech comprehension was compromised in various intensities, aural paraphasias and/or phonological and/or semantic, speech and writing suppression, stereotypy, agrammatism, logorrhea, echolalia and anomie, mild when oral expression was slightly impaired, no fluent speech with intelligibility preserved, there could be minor changes as aural paraphasias and / or phonological and / or semantic, speech and writing suppression, stereotype, agrammatism, logorrhea, echolalia and anomy 7, 8 . This research has been approved by the Research Ethics Committee on Research, the CEFAC -Health and Education, under paragraph 214/06. We used the chi-square test for comparisons between proportions of categorical variables and logistic regression to identify predictive factors for disorder of language after the ischemic stroke. It was considered p≤0.05 significant.
RESULTS
We analyzed, therefore, 513 records of patients with ischemic stroke. Regarding the identification data, our sample consisted of 258 men (50.3%) and 255 women (49.7%), age ranging from 26 to 92 years (average 62.2 years SD=±12.3). Regarding time of academic experience two patients were excluded (0.04%), as the information was incomplete, and ranged from 0 to 27 years of age with an average of 4.5 years of academic experience (SD=±3.9). The range of 0 to 4 years represented by 67.5% of the patients, 5 to 8 years represented by 16.8%, 9 to 12 years represented by 11.4% and over 12 years represented by 4.3% (Table 1) .
The risk factors considered were smoking, alcoholism, previous strokes, diabetes mellitus, high blood pressure and body mass index (BMI) as in Table 1 . The monitoring timing at the clinic ranged from 1 to 74 months with an average of 23.4 (SD=±14.7).
The neurological lesion topography diagnosed by CT or MRI was more frequent in the left hemisphere (50.9%) as in Table 1 , and presented relative risk of 2.11 with a confidence interval of 95% ranging from 1.48 to 3.01. And only 8.9% of the patients deceased.
Changes in language were found in 245 (47.7%) patients, and the expression deficit occurred in most patients. The mild intensity was more frequent than the intense level of deficit in terms of language, expression, understanding and a mix, with statistical significance ( Table 2) .
The verbal language spontaneous recovery was more significant in patients with expression deficit (Table 3 ). The timing of spontaneous recovery varied from 1 to 58 months with an average of 6.05 months (SD= ±7.9).
The completion of speech treatment was found in 4.8% of the patients and had no statistical significance in recovery. The time for recovery with speech treatment ranged from 1 to 15 months with an average of 3.5 months (SD=±5.3), as in Table 4 .
The presence of stroke or transient intra-axial attacks was found in 42 (8.2%) patients, and amendment of language appeared in 22 (2.3%) patients (kappa=0.019, p=0.447). There was no association between change of language and recurrence of stroke.
There were factors as predictors for change of language: smoking, strokes and pre lesion in the left hemisphere (p=0.001).
DISCUSSION
Language spontaneous recovery studies are scarce, and in Brazil there are many patients who have no reach for speech treatment to maximize the language recovery, and rely only on neuroplasticity and the spontaneous recovery itself. Based on the results there was no difference between men and women, agreeing with a research in which the sample showed up as homogeneous as ours 14 and disagreeing with a study that showed a non homogeneous sample, with a prevalence of 66.6% of women 15 .
As for the age, the sample showed an average age of 62, disagreeing with other studies that showed aphasic patients with differences regarding the averages showed in samples [13] [14] [15] [16] . Our sample was formed by a population who had low education level, agreeing with researches that had similar averages, showing that the Brazilian public service users present a low rate of schooling 14, 16, 17 . The low educational level and low socioeconomic status may influence the severity of aphasia in the early stage, and the illiterate present visuoperceptual difficulties hampering the intensity of recovery that may be low for people on that group 16, 18 . We believe that the low educational level of our patients may have influenced the recovery time.
In relation to risk factors examined, smoking and previous stroke were predictors for the amendment in language. The values found are similar to other studies regarding stroke risk factors 2, 4, 19 , and agrees with the study on smoking, showing that normal individuals with no neurological lesion, that make use of cigarette show major changes in memory work and language understanding 20 . Most patients had the expression deficit, disagreeing from Bakheit colleagues that in their aphasic samples presented a higher number of patients with understanding disturbs (40.3%) than expression disturbs (37.4%) 5 . The spontaneous recovery occurred in 54% of the patients with an average recovery time of six months, ranging from 1 to 58 months, agreeing with conclusions of Mansur and colleagues who recorded the spontaneous recovery in the first six months after injury and after that, small changes occurred 14, 15 . Researches show that the recovery is a complex process that depends on neuropsychological processes and environmental factors. The reorganization processes begin soon after the injury 23 . This cortical area reorganization related to language (temporal chain pre-existing frontal), consists in the activation of not injured areas in both hemispheres, but particularly the right hemisphere, that may be decisive for the recovery of the language function 11, [22] [23] [24] [25] . In this sample only 15 patients were under speech treatment, different from what happens in the United States, where most of the patients who have language disturbs achieve specific treatment to improve the maximum recovery 26 . In Brazil we still have difficulties in referring how important the speech treatment is for the reduction of recovery time. Our treated patients had spontaneous recovery in almost half the time of untreated ones, suggesting that the speech treatment maximizes recovery by promoting reorganization of cortical structures, according to the findings in studies that show speech and language therapy improves the patient's ability to use verbal skills along with non-verbal means to achieve an adequate situation of the social communication, and has beneficial effect when started early and with intense training 5, 11, 13 . In conclusion, the verbal language spontaneous recovery occurred in most patients at the outpatient ischemic stroke clinic with an average time of 6 months, and the language alteration most presented was in language expression. The timing of language recovery with speech treatment was almost half of the time in those who had spontaneous recovery, showing the importance of correct diagnosis and referral.
